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Overview
The PhotoMedicine Labs (PML) is a research group within the Department of Systems Design
Engineering at the University of Waterloo. Principle Investigator (PI), Professor Parsin Haji Reza,
formed the PhotoMedicine Labs in September 2018, with the vision to nurture and grow this group
into a major hub within the fields of biomedical optics and optical imaging. Throughout 2021, our
lab has received significant notoriety and has been the source of several innovative discoveries.
We at the PhotoMedicine Labs are focused on designing and developing novel engineering systems
for clinical and pre-clinical biomedical applications. These technologies aim to provide clinicians
and researchers with novel tools and information which are presently difficult or impossible to
obtain with existing techniques. Our philosophy involves translation of research from bench to
bedside through investigations into fundamental biomedical imaging technologies with relevant
real-world applications. Supported by our skilled interdisciplinary research team, we investigate,
design, and develop our own in-house hardware and software systems.
This includes but not limited to research activities in state-of-the-art optical imaging systems,
photoacoustic, nonlinear optics, optical sensing, fiber-optics, data acquisition, electronics,
software development, image processing, machine learning, artificial intelligence, ultrasound,
instrument control, analytical modeling, and numerical modeling. We also design, perform, and
analyze significant pre-clinical and clinical experiments.
The PhotoMedicine Labs aim to offer innovative medical imaging techniques in the field of digital
pathology, oncology, pre-clinical research, drug discovery, and ophthalmology. The central goal is
to physically build, optimize, and characterize novel hardware and software imaging systems
capable of recovering diagnostic cellular-scale information in-situ. The developed hardware and
software systems will be used toward imaging in human tissues, including benign and malignant
tumors, and imaging within the human eye. This will involve development from applications of
fundamental physical phenomena into physical devices that are intended for use as a clinical tool.
To progress along this path, we will continue to grow our extensive collection of interdisciplinary
talents from graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, scientists, engineers, and clinicians.
We are fortunate enough to be able to of received several prestigious grants from some of the top
funding agencies in the country. In 2021, we submitted three grant applications: one to the
Canadian Institute of Heath Research (CIHR Project Grant - $1.5M), one to the Canada Foundation
for Innovation (CFI-JELF- $0.6M) and one to the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
(NSERC-Horizons- $0.5M). Additionally, we received funds from our industry partnerships as well. To
date, the PhotoMedicine Labs has received a total of ~$2.9M in funding since our start date
(September 2018).
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Despite reduced lab time due to COVID, the team not only broke new ground in 2021, but fully
revolutionized the PARS® system. The track-record of the PhotoMedicine Labs this last year shows
that our team is on the right path to push the boundaries of biomedical optics and optical imaging.
With the support of our donors, collaborators, colleagues, department, and faculty, our lab will
continue to focus on biomedical breakthroughs, and attract top talents in the field. Within this
report you will discover the substantial progress that the PhotoMedicine Labs has made in 2021. If
you wish to follow our process along the way, please check out our website
(https://www.photomedicinelabs.com/)
or
follow
us
on
our
LinkedIn
(https://www.linkedin.com/company/photomedicine-labs).
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Research Accomplishments
In 2021, the PhotoMedicine Labs achieved several major research accomplishments.

❖ First label-free histological imaging of freshly resected human tissue specimen with a non❖

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

contact photoacoustic system. And the first report of a non-contact photoacoustic microscope
capable of imaging nuclear morphology of gastrointestinal (GI) tissues.
First non-contact photoacoustic technique for imaging structural and functional details in eye.
First report of 3D imaging of subsurface morphology in resected tissue specimen with a noncontact photoacoustic system.
First combined non-contact photoacoustic – OCT system capable of label-free visualizations of
nuclear and extranuclear morphology.
The first combined non-contact – OCT system capable of functional imaging in live ophthalmic
tissues.
The first non-contact photoacoustic device capable of sequential acquisition of DNA, Lipid, and
hemoglobin contrasts.
The first non-contact photoacoustic visualizations of adipocytes.
The first non-contact photoacoustic-based total absorption microscopy system which was
capable of providing true H&E recovery in tissue samples.
The first report of a non-contact photoacoustic-based QER microscopy system.
The first report of a combined non-contact photoacoustic system which took advantage of both
its absorption contrast and its scatter in contrast. This is used in both ophthalmic and
histological specimen.
The first report of a non-contact photoacoustic microscope capable of imaging nuclear
morphology of Mohs sections.

❖ Designed and tested the first non-contact photoacoustic endoscopy system.
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The PhotoMedicine Labs Research Team
Our research team is made up of some of the best and brightest minds in the field. All the work that
we accomplish would absolutely not be possible without each and every one of our staff and
students paving the way for amazing research to take place. It is truly their hard work and dedication
towards making the world a better place that makes PhotoMedicine Labs such a sought-after
research lab to work for. The atmosphere in the group is full of passion and knowledge which
welcomes everyone coming through its doors. There are always new changes and challenges taking
place, and the team that we have built, allows us to work through them together.
As the principal investigator, Parsin Haji Reza’s strong desire to teach motivated him to create and
grow the PhotoMedicine Labs to what it is today. Our lab aims to provide a unique research
experience for all those who work with us. By doing so, we are able to assist everyone in discovering
their strengths, help them to grow, and find purpose in their research. We hold the teaching
philosophy that learning can be impactful and can impart the desired knowledge and skills to
students. We create relationships with our team members that motivates them. We believe,
students should know what they have to learn, why they have to learn it and how they can apply
their creativity.
Every year we receive many requests and applications from eager students who have a passion for
research. These bright minds seek to work with our lab to receive a unique and fulfilling experience.
We at the PhotoMedicine Labs are passionate about teaching young minds from all backgrounds
who value the importance of hard work, creativity, dedication, and fun within research.
Continuing to navigate the pandemic, PML tackled our challenges head on enabling us to progress
the grow of our resources and members. In 2021, we were able to provide research opportunities
for eleven Undergraduate Research Assistants (URA), and three co-op students. We also brought on
board three masters students, two PhD students, one biology technician, one visiting research
scientist.
This year also brought a bittersweet moment. We had the great honour of seeing one of our team
members pursue new adventures in their careers. Our first PhD student received their degree,
defended with success, officially graduated, and went on to pursue a postdoctoral position at the
University of California, Berkely.
Overall, the PhotoMedicine Labs since January 2019 (effective start date) have worked with in total,
31 URAs, 10 co-op students, 10 masters’ students, 4 PhD students, 2 post-docs, 2 research assistants,
1 biology technician, 1 visiting research associate, 1 visiting research scientists and 1 visiting scholar.
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The PhotoMedicine Labs Research Team
New members who joined us in 2021:
Visiting Research Scientist:
- Vladimir Pekar
Biology Technician :
- Hager Gaouda
Graduate Students:
- Tara Amiri (PhD)
- Benjamin Ecclestone (PhD)
- Alex Tummon-Simmons (Masters)
- James Tweel (Masters)
- Auguste Koh (Masters)

Undergraduate Research Assistants:
- Alex Fricke
- Vyshna Krishnakumar
- Katie Chen
- Kevin Xue
- Faraz Ali
- Matthew Lee
- Avery Ryoo
- Aarzoo Chennan
- Amir Roshankar
- Inaara Ahmed-Fazal

Co-op Students:
- Sarah Sparkes
- Taylor Pearce
- Krystal Li
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Awards
Our entire team worked extremely hard and was highly dedicated to their research activities. In
2021, our team was rewarded multiple awards and accomplishments. We are proud to recognize
the following awards received by the PhotoMedicine Labs team.
Awards earned by our principal investigator:
-

-

Our PI, Dr. Parsin Haji Reza was awarded the Friend of Natalie Award from the Waterloo
Engineering Society in recognition of the work that one faculty or staff member has done to
support the mental health of their students.
Our PI, Dr. Parsin Haji Reza awarded the Engineering Research Excellence Award at the Assistant
Professor Level (awarded a maximum of once per career) by the University of Waterloo “in
recognition of inventing and pioneering a ground-breaking optical imaging system (PARSphotoacoustic remote sensing) that can revolutionize non-destructive testing, spectroscopy,
and various medical applications.”

Awards earned by our graduate students:
-

Auguste Koh our master’s student received the Dean’s Entrance Award.
James Tweel our master’s student received the Engineering Excellence Fellowship.
Benjamin Ecclestone our PhD student received the President's Graduate
Benjamin Ecclestone our PhD student received the NSERC - Alexander Graham Bell Canada
Graduate Scholarship

Awards earned by our undergraduate students:
-

One of our undergraduate students received the Undergraduate Research Assistantship
(URA) provided by Dean Wells to work in PhotoMedicine labs.
Four of our undergraduate students received the President’s Research Award to work in
PhotoMedicine labs.
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News
In 2021, the PhotoMedicine Labs and its research was highlighted by multiple news agencies.
January:
❖ From Slicing to Scoping: The Future of Brain Surgery. Within a few year, surgeons could be
using photoacoustic microscopes to get real-time guidance to help them fully remove
brain tumors.
April:
❖ The review paper Towards non-contact photoacoustic imaging [review], is one of the most
downloaded Photoacoustics articles.
June:
❖ “Touchless technology could enable early detection and treatment of eye diseases that
cause blindness” featured on Waterloo News, University of Waterloo.
July:
❖ “Structurally Sound: How photoacoustic imaging may revolutionize ophthalmic imaging
and diagnosis,” invited to be featured in The Ophthalmologist, subspecialties: Basic &
Translational Research, Imaging & Diagnostics, Business, and Innovation.
August:
❖ “illumiSonics is working to accelerate real-time, touchless laser research geared to
revolutionizing medical imaging with Azure,” featured on Microsoft’s Customer Stories.
❖ “HIMSS21: Empowering a patient-centered healthcare model,” featured on Microsoft News
Centre Canada.
November:
❖ “SYDE Professor's company profiled by Microsoft”. Company led by Systems Design
Engineering (SYDE) Professor Parsin Haji Reza caught Microsoft's attention for their use of
the Azure Artificial Intelligence (AI) platform, featured on Systems Design Engineering
News.
December:
❖ “SYDE Professor wins two awards.” Systems Design Engineering (SYDE) Professor Parsin
Haji Reza was awarded the Engineering Research Excellence Award from the Faculty of
Engineering and the Friend of Natalie Award from the Waterloo Engineering Society
featured on Systems Design Engineering News.
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Collaborators
Our research team is made up of some of the best and brightest minds across a variety of fields in
research and medicine. All the ground-breaking work we accomplish would absolutely not be
possible without each and every one of our magnificent collaborators.

Dr. John Mackey, MD
Professor and Director, Clinical Trials
Department of Oncology
Division of Medical Oncology
University of Alberta

Dr. Deepak Dinakaran, MDCM, PhD
Resident Physician
Department of Oncology
Division of Radiation and Experimental Oncology
University of Alberta

Dr. Gilbert Bigras, MD, PhD
Associate Professor
Department of Laboratory Medicine & Pathology
Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry.
Division of Anatomical Pathology
University of Alberta
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Dr. Paul Fieguth, PhD
Professor and Vice-Dean
Policies and Resources; Interim Associate Dean, Outreach
Faculty of Engineering
Department of Systems Design Engineering
University of Waterloo

Dr. Muba Taher, MD
Clinical Professor of Medicine
Department of Medicine
Division of Dermatology Fellow
American College of Mohs Surgery
University of Alberta

Dr. Frank K. H. van Landeghem, MD
Associate Professor
Department of Laboratory Medicine & Pathology
Division of Anatomical Pathology
University of Alberta

Dr. Anita Layton, PhD
Professor, Canada 150 Research Chair in Mathematical
Biology and Medicine
Faculty of Mathematics
Department of Applied Mathematics
University of Waterloo
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Published/Accepted Manuscripts
2021 was a major for publications at the PhotoMedicine Labs. This year, the PhotoMedicine Labs
had 11 publications in the field of biomedical optics and biophotonics within multiple reputable
journals, such as Scientific Reports, Optics Express, Quantitative Imaging in Medicine & Surgery,
Journal of Biomedical Optics and Biomedical Optics Express. Each one of these published papers
supports an exciting novelty and advancements in the field of Biomedical Imaging and our PARS®
technology.
1.

Benjamin Ecclestone*, Kevan Bell*, Sarah Sparkes*, Deepak Dinakaran, John R. Mackey, and
Parsin Haji Reza, “Label-free virtual Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining using second
generation Photoacoustic Remote Sensing (PARS).” https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.09737 (2021).
(Under review, nominated for the best paper award from photoacoustic session in BIOS 2022)

In this article we introduce the concept of a “total absorption” microscopy system. When optical
energy is absorbed by a given biological target, that energy can be released back into the
surroundings via separate mechanisms. For optical excitation near visible wavelengths these
effects can be broadly categorized into optically radiative, and non-radiative effects. Conventional
PARS microscopy, and indeed other photoacoustic modalities, generally utilizes non-radiative
relaxation where the optical energy has been converted into heat and pressure. However, radiative
effects such as fluorescence had previously been ignored. In this work, a PARS device was
assembled and characterized which can provide simultaneous acquisition of both radiative and
non-radiative effects providing stunning imagery of biological tissues. These two unique contrasts
were leveraged to provide exceptional virtual H&E staining of various human tissues. Furthermore,
this article introduced the concept of quantum efficiency imaging in which the ratio of radiative to
non-radiative signal levels provides yet a third set of information.

TA-PARS quantum
efficiency ratio imaging
(QER) in thin sections of
FFPE human breast
tissues. Shown is a false
color representation of
the QER, where the
color is defined by the
QER, and intensity is
defined by the totalabsorption level. Scale
Bar: 200 μm.
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Comparison of the TA-PARS non-radiative and radiative contrast to hematoxylin and eosin staining, respectively. (a)
Comparison of TA-PARS non-radiative contrast with hematoxylin staining (a-i) TA-PARS non-radiative absorption contrast (aii) TA-PARS non-radiative absorption contrast, with emulated hematoxylin color mapping (a-iii) The same section of tissues,
stained with hematoxylin stain, and imaged with a brightfield microscope. (b-i) TA-PARS radiative absorption contrast (b-ii) TAPARS radiative absorption contrast, with emulated hematoxylin color mapping (b-iii) The same section of tissues, stained with
eosin stain, and imaged with a brightfield microscope.
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2.

Zohreh Hosseinaee, Nicholas Pellegrino*, Nima Abbasi*, Tara Amiri*, James A. Tummon
Simmons*, Paul Fieguth, Parsin Haji Reza, "In vivo functional and structural retina imaging
using multimodal photoacoustic remote sensing microscopy and optical coherence
tomography." (Under review, scientific reports), https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.12279, (2021).

This article highlighted some of our ongoing work in the application of our pioneering PARS in
ophthalmic imaging. It represented the first demonstration of a multimodal in vivo imaging of a rat
retina using a multiwavelength PARS-OCT. This is also the first non-contact photoacoustic
technique for imaging back of the eye. This facilitates the measurement of blood oxygen saturation
through the anterior and posterior eye, key diagnostic information necessary for proper diagnosis
of a variety of ocular diseases. This also represented the first proper quantitative study as to the
accuracy of the PARS technique in measuring blood oxygen saturation.
(A) Fundus PARS image acquired from
large vessels around ONH from a 2.6
mm × 2.6 mm area. (B) zoomed-in
section of one of the vessels acquired
from a similar area with smaller
vasculature. (C) Fundus image acquired
using scattering contrast of PARS
system. (D) Oxygen saturation map in
the
retina
obtained
using
multiwavelength PARS imaging.
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3.

Zohreh Hosseinaee*, Benjamin Ecclestone*, Nicholas Pellegrino*, Layla Khalili*, Lyazzat
Mukhangaliyeva*, Paul Fieguth, Parsin Haji Reza, "Functional photoacoustic remote sensing
microscopy using a stabilized temperature-regulated stimulated Raman scattering light
source," Optics Express 29(19), 29745-29754. (2021). https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.434004

In this article, continued investigations into the use of stimulated Raman scattering light sources
were conducted. These involved nonlinear optical pumping of single-mode optical fibers to
produce significant Raman shifts in the pump passing through the fiber. This allows for a multiwavelength source to be constructed from a single wavelength. In previous efforts, we discovered
these sources to exhibit significant power and wavelength instability and this article aimed to
investigate these issues. It was found that improved stability and performance could be achieved
by cooling the single-mode optical fiber. While operating the fiber at around 195 K, both conversion
efficiency and stability were found to significantly increase as compared to room temperature
operation. This optical source was then characterized by performing multi-wavelength acquisitions
of blood oxygen saturation within a CAM model.

Spectra of stimulated Raman scattering peaks acquired at
different temperature levels.

Functional oxygen saturation measurement of microvasculature in capillary
beds. (A) Corresponding white light photograph of the CAM model. (B) PARS
images acquired at 532 nm wavelength, (C) 545 nm, and (D) 558 nm. (E) Oxygen
saturation map acquired using images shown in B, C, and D.
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4.

Kevan Bell*, Lyazzat Mukhangaliyeva*, Layla Khalili*, Parsin Haji Reza, "Hyperspectral
Absorption Microscopy Using Photoacoustic Remote Sensing." Optics Express 29(15), 2433824348 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.430403

In this article, further studies of the hyper spectral PARS device were conducted. The apparatus was
expanded over its previous excitation wavelength range by adding on an additional near-infrared
region (from 1015 nm to 1550 nm). This expanded the capabilities of the apparatus allowing access
to various new biological targets such as water and lipids. Multiplexed acquisitions of in vivo CAM
membrane and freshly resected murine adipose tissues were conducted highlighting cell nuclei,
capillary networks, blood oxygen saturation, and, for the first time, adipocytes.

Results from several wavelengths looking at a single region of a live chicken embryo CAM. (a-d) Shows each individual 300 μm x 300
μm acquisition at the respective wavelengths. (e) Shows a processed overlay of the UV acquisition highlighting DNA along with
extracted sO2 values. Scale bar: 100 μm.

HS-PARS image of freshly
resected murine adipose
tissues. (a,b) Shows
individual 1.6mm x
1.6mm frames using 250
nm excitation to target
DNA contrast and 1210
nm excitation to target
lipid contrast. (c) Shows
an overlay of these two
datasets. Scale bar: 500
μm.
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5.

Benjamin Ecclestone*, Zohreh Hosseinaee*, Nima Abbasi*, Kevan Bell*, Deepak Dinakaran, John
R. Mackey, Parsin Haji Reza, "Three-Dimensional Virtual Histology in Unprocessed Resected
Tissue with Photoacoustic Remote Sensing (PARS®) Microscopy and Optical Coherence
Tomography." Scientific Reports 11, 13723 (2021). https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-02193222-8

In this article, a multi-modal PARS-OCT histology imaging device was assembled and characterized.
These two modalities provide complementary information with the PARS detecting local optical
absorption contrast and the OCT detecting the local scattering in depth. An ultraviolet PARS system
was combined with a swept-source infrared OCT creating the first co-registered OCT and PARS
images enabling direct histological assessment of unprocessed tissues. This also represented the
first report of label-free histological imaging in human tissue specimens with a non-contact
photoacoustic system and the first 3D imaging of subsurface nuclear morphology in resected tissue
specimen with a non-contact photoacoustic system.

[Grab your reader’s attention with a
great quote from the document or
use this space to emphasize a key
point. To place this text box
anywhere on the page, just drag it.]

One to one comparison of PARS histological imaging and H&E staining. (a) Large field of view (9 mm × 13.25 mm) PARS (780 megapixel)
image of nuclear morphology in a thin section of formalin fixed paraffin embedded excised breast tumor tissues. (b–d) (i) Subsections
of the large field of view PARS image (a) highlighting regions of interest within the large field scan. (ii) Images of the exact same set of
tissues following H&E staining, providing a direct one-to-one comparison between PARS imaging of tissues and the gold standard for
histopathology H&E imaging. (a) Scale Bar: 2 mm. (b) Scale Bar: 200 μm. (c) Scale Bar: 50 μm. (d) Scale Bar: 75 μm.
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Combined PARS and OCT imaging of unprocessed excised Rattus mammary tumor tissue. (a) (i) PARS image of resected
Rattus mammary tumor. Scale Bar: 1 mm. (ii) OCT (0.14 NA) image of entire section of resected Rattus mammary tumor
tissues. Scale Bar: 1.25 mm. (iii) Merged PARS and OCT image of resected Rattus mammary tumor. Red box outlines limits of
PARS image. (b, c) Different angles of 3D representation of merged PARS and OCT images of excised Rattus mammary tumor
tissue. (d) Vertical subsection of PARS and OCT image showing subsurface tumor tissue morphology and nuclear
visualizations. (e–h) Merged PARS and OCT (0.4 NA) image of resected Rattus mammary tumor. (e) Scale Bar: 250 μm. (h).
Scale Bar: 100 μm.
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6.

Zohreh Hosseinaee*, Nima Abbasi*, Nicholas Pellegrino*, Layla Khalili*, Lyazzat
Mukhangaliyeva*, and Parsin Haji Reza ,“Functional and structural ophthalmic imaging using
noncontact multimodal photoacoustic remote sensing microscopy and optical coherence
tomography," Scientific Reports 11, 11466 (2021). https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-90776-5

In this article, a functional and structural ophthalmic imaging system was constructed using multiwavelength PARS microscopy combined with swept-source OCT. The system provided
complementary imaging contrast of optical absorption and optical scattering by leveraging these
two modalities. To our knowledge, this represented the first report of a non-contact photoacoustic
system capable of estimating blood oxygen saturation in live ocular tissue. The efficacy of this
functional multi-modal PARS-OCT was explored on in-vivo murine targets including mouse ear and
mouse iris vasculature.

In-vivo imaging of ocular tissue using SS-OCT. Volumetric rendering acquired from the mouse eye (a). Cross-sectional OCT B-scan
showing cornea and crystalline lens (b). Cross-sectional B-scan demonstrating cornea, sclera, crystalline lens, iris and iridocorneal
angle (c).

In-vivo imaging of ocular tissue
using PARS. Vasculature of the iris
imaged from ~ 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm
area (a) Vasculature around the
iris imaged with PARS (b) In-vivo
images of melanin content in RPE
and choroid layers (c) Images
acquired using multiwavelength
PARS system at 532 nm (d) 558 nm
(e) and the corresponding SO2
map (e).
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7.

Benjamin Ecclestone*, Deepak Dinakaran and Parsin Haji Reza, “Single acquisition label-free
histology-like imaging with dual-contrast photoacoustic remote sensing microscopy,” J. of
Biomedical Optics 26(5), 056007 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.26.5.056007

In this article, two PARS contrast mechanisms were leveraged for the first time to produce singleacquisition recovery of label-free emulated H&E images in preserved tissue blocks and sections.
This was accomplished by isolating and leveraging the different contrast mechanisms provided by
the PARS excitation (optical absorption contrast, providing nuclear contrast analogous to
hematoxylin staining) and the PARS detection (optical scattering contrast, providing contrast to
bulk tissues analogous to eosin staining). The combination of the two mechanisms provided rapid
visualization of critical diagnostic features.

One-to-one comparison of brightfield H&E imaging, direct PARS, and the proposed PARS absorption and scattering technique in human skin
tissue with BCC. PARS images are 1 by 1 mm, captured with 4 pixels∕μm sampling, 16 megapixels total. (a) Brightfield image of H&E-stained tissue
with BCC demonstrating the border of invasive cancer (bottom of red border) versus normal tissue (top of red border). (b) PARS image of the same
unstained sample; red border denotes the cancer boundary. (c) Combined PARS absorption and scattering image of the same unstained sample;
red border denotes the cancer boundary. Scale bar: 250 μm.
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8.

Saad Abbasi, Kevan Bell*, Benjamin Ecclestone*, and Parsin Haji Reza, “Live feedback and 3D
photoacoustic remote sensing,” Quant Imaging Med Surg 11(3), 1033-1045 (2021).
https://qims.amegroups.com/article/view/54005

In this article, several opto-mechanical and software processes were presented which facilitate the
use of PARS devices both in real-time operation, and for volumetric imaging. An overview of the
hardware acquisition process is described, along with the acquired time domain signals from the
photodiodes and scanner feedbacks. Brief discussions were conducted regarding signal processing
methods and image construction techniques. Although PARS forms the central focus of this article,
many of these techniques are broadly applicable to other point-scanning imaging systems.

Real-time and 3D imaging of carbon fiber networks. (A) Live display of carbon fibre networks Individual frames extracted from a
screen capture of the live display. Time stamp is annotated in the top left corner of each frame. Scale bar: 25 µm. (B) 3D
reconstruction using the same method. Field of view is 167 µm2, total depth 70 µm.
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9.

Benjamin Ecclestone*, Saad Abbasi, Kevan Bell*, Deepak Dinakaran, Gilbert Bigras, John R.
Mackey, and Parsin Haji Reza, “Towards virtual biopsies of gastrointestinal tissues using
photoacoustic remote sensing microscopy”, Quant Imaging Med Surg 11(3), 1070-1077 (2021).
https://qims.amegroups.com/article/view/51162/html

In this article, the efficacy of ultraviolet PARS is explored in recovery of cell nuclei structure from
gastrointestinal (GI) tissue specimen. The first PARS histology-like images recovered from thick
FFPE human GI tissues, including volume a trick images visualizing subsurface nuclear morphology
were shown. The technique was also validated in unprocessed freshly resected murine GI tissues.
The presented results exemplified PARS suitability for imaging unprocessed thick tissue samples.

Comparison of bright field H&E-stained colonic mucosa and PARS images of unstained colonic mucosa. (A) Bright field H&E image of
a normal colonic mucosa in sectioned formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) form. Scale bar: 100 µm; (B) wide field of view PARS
image of unstained sectioned FFPE normal colonic mucosa biopsy. Scale bar: 200 µm; (C) small field PARS image of unstained
sectioned FFPE normal colonic mucosa biopsy. Scale bar: 100 µm. Artificial H&E-like coloring has been applied to the PARS images.
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10.

Benjamin Ecclestone*, Kevan Bell*, Saad Abbasi, Deepak Dinakaran, Muba Taher, John R.
Mackey, and Parsin Haji Reza “Histopathology for Mohs micrographic surgery with photoacoustic
remote sensing microscopy," Biomed. Opt. Express 12(1), 654-665 (2021).
https://doi.org/10.1364/BOE.405869

In this work, a PARS system for rapid label-free histological imaging of unprocessed Mohs
micrographic surgery (MMS) sections was presented. This represented the first report of our (at the
time) newly improved PARS system which featured expanded imaging capabilities in terms of
scanning area, resolution, and imaging speed. Using this strategy, the first true one-to-one
comparison between PARS microscopy and normal histopathological imaging was presented.
Low-resolution scans were capable of imaging entire MMS excisions in under 12 minutes. Ideally,
this would facilitate the implementation of a PARS system into standard histopathological
workflows without affecting current techniques.

True one to one comparison of PARS and bright-field images of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained human skin tissue with basal
cell carcinoma (BCC). a) (1) 5x bright field image of tissue with BCC demonstrating the border of invasive cancer (bottom of red border)
versus normal tissue (top of red border). (2) PARS image of the same unstained sample with BCC, the same red border denotes the
cancer boundary. Scale Bar: 200 μm b) (1) 20x bright field image demonstrating the same cancer margin as in (a.1, a.2). (2) Enlarged
section (green box) of the PARS image (a.2) compares the disorganized cellular architecture seen in the light microscopy (b.1) and
PARS images (the same red border separates cancerous and normal tissues). Scale Bar: 100 μm c) (1) 20x bright field of tissue with
clearly identifiable atypical nuclear morphology, size and distribution. (2) Enlarged section (red box) of the PARS image (b.2),
providing a near perfect match to the brightfield histology image (c.1). Scale Bar: 40 μm. (Dynamic range presented in decibels).
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11.

Zohreh Hosseinaee*, James A. Tummon Simmons* and Parsin Haji Reza, "Dual-modal
photoacoustic imaging and optical coherence tomography [Review]", Front. Phys. 8:616618.
(2021). https://doi.org/10.3389/fphy.2020.616618

This review article explored the history, applications, limitations, and future directions of dualmodal photoacoustic imaging (PAI) – OCT devices. These two technologies naturally complement
each other in terms of contrast mechanism, penetration depth, and spatial resolution. Together,
they hold promise of extracting important characteristics of tissues such as the depth-dependent
scattering profile, volumetric structural information, chromophore concentration, flow velocity,
polarization properties, and temperature distribution.
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International Scientific Conference Presentations
In 2021, the PhotoMedicine Labs had the pleasure to present at four international conferences.
❖ The first conference was at the SPIE Photonics West 2021 that ran from March 6-11, held virtually
as an online event.
SPIE Photonics West showcases the latest in applications, technologies, and discoveries in optics
and photonics, with three major conference tracks: BiOS, highlighting new research in
biophotonics, biomedical optics, and applications of medical imaging; LASE, with its focus on the
laser industry and applications; and OPTO, showcasing optoelectronics, photonic materials, and
related devices. SPIE BiOS is one of the most important biomedical optics conferences in the field.
Topics include biomedical optics, diagnostics, and therapeutics, biophotonics, new imaging
modalities, optical coherence tomography, neurophotonics, optogenetics, tissue optics, and
nanophotonics.
Presentations were given on the following topics:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Zohreh Hosseinaee*, Nima Abbasi*, Layla Khalili*, Lyazzat Mukhangaliyeva*, Anne Mei*,
Nicholas Pellegrino*, Parsin Haji Reza, “Non-contact, in-vivo, functional, and structural
ophthalmic imaging using dual-modal photoacoustic remote sensing microscopy and optical
coherence tomography. ARVO Annual Meeting (2021). (Talk).
Benjamin Ecclestone*, Saad Abbasi, Kevan Bell*, Deepak Dinakaran, Gilbert Bigras, Frank K.H.
van Landeghem, John R. Mackey, and Parsin Haji Reza, “ Label-free histopathological
assessment of tissues with Photoacoustic Remote Sensing (PARS®) microscopy”. Label-free
Biomedical Imaging and Sensing (BO509). SPIE Photonics West (2021). (Talk).
Benjamin Ecclestone*, Saad Abbasi, Kevan Bell*, Deepak Dinakaran, Gilbert Bigras, Frank K.H.
van Landeghem, John R. Mackey, and Parsin Haji Reza, “Reflection-mode virtual histology
using photoacoustic remote sensing microscopy.” Photons Pulse Ultrasound: Imaging and
Sensing (BO402). SPIE Photonics West (2021). (Talk).
Benjamin Ecclestone*, Saad Abbasi, Kevan Bell*, Deepak Dinakaran, Muba Taher, John R.
Mackey, Parsin Haji Reza, “Towards In-situ Imaging of Nonmelanoma Skin Cancers.” Photonics
in Dermatology and Plastic Surgery (BO100). SPIE Photonics West (2021). (Talk).
Zohreh Hosseinaee*, Alex Tummon Simmons*, Marian Boktar*, Kevan Bell*, and Parsin Haji
Reza, “Dual-modality photoacoustic remote sensing (PARS®) microscopy and swept-source
optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT) for in-vivo imaging.” Photons Plus Ultrasound: Imaging
and Sensing (PW21B). SPIE Photonics West (2021). (Talk).
Nicholas Pellegrino*, Kevan Bell*, Shahid A. Haider, Paul Fieguth, and Parsin Haji Reza,
“Towards Improved Imaging Contrast with Photoacoustic Remote Sensing through Intelligent
Signal Extraction.” Photons Plus Ultrasound: Imaging and Sensing 2021 (BO402). SPIE Photonics
West (2021). (Talk).
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❖ The second conference was at the Photonics North that ran from May 31 to June 2, held virtually
as an online event, where our Principal Investigator, Dr. Parsin Haji Reza gave an invited talk.
Photonics and optics are finally seeing widespread adoption and significant growth into new
markets. Photonic devices are being applied to sensing, communications, and even quantum
computing. High speed fiber optics and highly integrated subsystems are essential to the rollout of
5G systems. There has never been a better time for research, development, and training in
photonics and Photonics North is essential for developing and promoting the ecosystem.
Presentations were given on the following topics:
-

Parsin Haji Reza, “Towards non-contact photoacoustic imaging: Photoacoustic remote sensing
(PARS) microscopy,” Photonics North (May 31- June 2, 2021, Virtual Conference).

❖ The third conference was at the European Conferences on Biomedical Optics (ECBO) that ran
from June 20-24, held virtually as an online event.
The ECBO, which is sponsored by OSA and SPIE, brings together scientists, engineers, and clinicians
from all around the world who work with optics and photonics to take on the challenges in medicine
and biomedicine and solve problems. Presentations will cover basic science, novel technology, and
applications in the areas of advanced microscopy, clinical and biomedical spectroscopy, diffuse
optical imaging, molecular imaging, neurophotonics and optogenetics, optical coherence
tomography and other coherence techniques, therapeutic laser applications, laser-tissue
interactions, opto-acoustic methods, and other novel biophotonics techniques.
Presentations were given on the following topics:
-

-

Kevan Bell*, Lyazzat Mukhangaliyeva*, Layla Khalili*, Parsin Haji Reza, "Hyperspectral
Absorption Microscopy of Live Chicken Embryo Using Photoacoustic Remote Sensing,”
European Conferences on Biomedical Optics (ECBO) (2021). (Invited Talk).
Benjamin Ecclestone*, Zohreh Hosseinaee*, Nima Abbasi*, Kevan Bell*, Deepak Dinakaran,
John Mackey, Parsin Haji Reza, “Three-Dimensional Virtual Histology in Unprocessed Resected
Tissues with Photoacoustic Remote Sensing (PARS) Microscopy and Optical Coherence
Tomography,” European Conferences on Biomedical Optics (ECBO) (2021). (Talk).
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❖ The fourth conference was at the IEEE 21st International Conference on Solid-State Sensors,
Actuators and Microsystems (Transducers) that ran from June 20-25, held virtually as an online
event.
For Transducers 2021, this conference will rally around the theme "Transducers for Global
Transformations". This theme simultaneously champions the range of "small" technologies
underlying the work presented at the conference, as well as the social elements of global impact,
community, and diversity. This unique event that will showcase major technological, scientific, and
commercial breakthroughs in electrical, mechanical, optical, magnetic, thermal, and biological
sensors, actuators, and systems that use micro and nanotechnology.
Presentations were given on the following topics:
-

Amr Kamel, Samed Kocer, Taylan Das, Lyazzat Mukhangaliyeva*, Resul Saritas, Parsin Haji
Reza, Mustafa Yavuz, and Eihab Abdel-Rahman, “Demonstration of Resonant Adaptive
Mirrors,” IEEE 21st International Conference on Solid-State Sensors, Actuators and
Microsystems (Transducers) (2021). (Talk).
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Sponsors
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PhotoMedicine Labs – Group Photo

We at the PhotoMedicine Labs are committed to making the world a better place with our
research. We are so proud of everyone for being a part of our team and are immensely excited to
see what big things the future holds.
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